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Abstract 

Over the past decade, the Chinese government has aimed to further 
incorporate nuclear technology into its plan to meet China’s growing 
energy needs, and the nation’s major nuclear firms have acted 
enthusiastically to both secure the necessary resources for this 
expansion and promote Chinese technology within the nuclear-reactor 
market. This paper outlines the motivations and trends associated with 
each of these efforts. Following a description of the possible reasons 
behind this global expansion, both the private and state-controlled 
actors on the frontlines of this endeavor are introduced, and examples 
of cooperation between these groups are provided. Finally, this paper 
examines the methods by which these actors have sought to widen their 
shares of the uranium and nuclear-reactor markets. Because the 
Chinese government holds ownership over several of the major actors 
in this campaign to globalize, this section includes descriptions both of 
these actors’ strategies and of the governmental support provided to 
these corporations. Further use of these tactics and sustained support 
from Beijing may swiftly propel China’s nuclear companies to levels of 
prestige that are comparable to those of their American and French 
counterparts.  
 

 

Introduction 
 

Chinese companies have become well known for their vast expansion across the 
planet, and this growth continues at an impressive rate. China’s nuclear companies are no 
exception to this rapid expansion. These corporations, like the Chinese government itself, 
are remarkably ambitious in their goals and have been met with substantial success in 
their quest to globalize. From purchasing uranium mines and mining companies around 
the world to signing multimillion-dollar supply contracts with corporations based in 
uranium-rich nations, China’s nuclear companies have spared no effort to acquire the 
resources necessary for their survival, and they are working with both public and private 
partners in order to meet their uranium needs. In addition to procuring this precious 
resource around the globe, Chinese nuclear companies are eager to expand their shares in 
the intensely competitive nuclear-reactor market by seeking potential buyers abroad and 
engaging in other activities in hopes of gaining global recognition. Against the backdrop 
of a multitude of drivers, including following the Chinese government’s enthusiastic 
Going Out policy, China’s nuclear companies and their partners are utilizing a variety of 



	
tactics in conjunction with heavy support from government agencies in order to become 
truly global players. 
 

The Context and Drivers of Globalization 
 

 Fully understanding this international quest requires understanding the reasons 
behind it. The government’s Going Out policy, which through various incentives has 
encouraged numerous companies across various sectors to invest overseas, no doubt 
drives the expansion of the nuclear sector. China’s quest to secure an adequate supply of 
uranium is a major driver and is directly related to the Going Out policy, one of the main 
purposes of which is to procure resources for China’s rising energy needs. Other goals 
related to this policy also drive nuclear companies and their partners, such as boosting 
their competitive edge abroad and increasing exports. Strengthening relations with 
foreign governments also seems to serve as a motive for expanding the Chinese nuclear 
sector’s presence abroad and for increasing cooperation with foreign companies. Taken 
together, these drivers indicate that the global expansion of the nuclear sector satisfies 
both the desires of the state and individual companies. 

China’s growing presence in the global uranium and nuclear-reactor markets is 
closely linked to the Chinese government’s Going Out policy, which has significantly 
increased the amount of Chinese outward foreign direct investment (OFDI) since the 
beginning of the twenty-first century. Encouraged by the nation’s growing exports in the 
1990s, China’s State Council paved the way for the Going Out policy when it began 
incentivizing and significantly relaxing regulations on OFDI in 1997 through policies 
formulated by the Ministry of Finance, the State Economic and Trade Commission, and 
the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation.1 The Going Out policy was 
incorporated into China’s economic plan in 2001 and established that increasing 
investment overseas would be a strategic component of the country’s economic 
development moving into the new century. 2  In the first few years after the 
implementation of the policy, the regulatory arms of the government, seeking to spur 
OFDI, began making it easier for firms to access China’s massive foreign exchange 
reserves, and agencies and state banks began jointly establishing special funds to provide 
credit for OFDI projects.3 In order to further increase OFDI, state agencies have also 
expanded the number of incentives they offer to include credit support and special tax 
deductions.4 Thus, the globalization of the Chinese nuclear sector is not an anomaly. 
Rather, it is partially the result of firms responding to an array of incentives that push 
them to expand abroad. 
 One of the most prominent issues that the Going Out policy and Chinese nuclear 
firms have strived to address through OFDI is that of China’s growing need for uranium. 
Uranium is of course needed to supply China’s burgeoning nuclear sector, which the 
government has requested produce 70 gigawatts of power by 2020 in order to meet about 
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5 percent of the nation’s overall energy needs.5 China’s reactors consumed approximately 
4,200 metric tons of uranium in 2012, and consumption is expected to grow with the 
increasing number of power plant projects planned by the country’s nuclear firms.6 
Without an increased supply of this vital resource, China will simply not be able to 
sustain growth in its nuclear sector, and this could lead to serious problems for the 
nation’s economic well-being. 

The issue of the growing demand for uranium is compounded by the fact that 
many of China’s own uranium deposits are of low quality or are not large in scale, which 
has prompted nuclear firms to expand abroad in order to find better quality product.7 
China’s domestic uranium production reached around 1,500 metric tons in 2012, 
indicating that domestic production comprised only 36 percent of the amount of uranium 
required for China’s reactors that year.8 These statistics prove that China is heavily reliant 
on foreign uranium, and by expanding abroad, China’s nuclear firms have been able to 
diversify their supply sources and take advantage of economies of scale as they acquire 
the resource from uranium-rich countries in Central Asia and Africa.9 As the future of the 
nuclear sector depends on the procurement of adequate uranium supplies, expansion 
abroad has proven to be an absolutely essential tactic in order to provide China with the 
energy it requires to continue on its path of economic development. 
 Rising and falling competition within the global uranium market has also 
prompted China’s nuclear firms to expand at a fairly rapid rate. The spot price of uranium 
has varied considerably since the beginning of the twenty-first century and experienced a 
general decline after the Fukushima Daiichi incident in March 2011.10 After this disaster, 
several developed countries decided to either scale back or phase out their civil nuclear 
programs, leaving a void that Chinese companies were able to exploit as uranium prices 
fell. 11  Moreover, Central Asia is now a major supplier of uranium, and increased 
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competition between firms from Russia, India, and other Asian nations may have 
significantly spurred Chinese firms to gain access to this market quickly in order to 
secure the abundant resources available in the region.12 The slowdown of developed 
nations’ nuclear energy growth and intensifying competition within uranium hotspots like 
Central Asia have thus encouraged Chinese firms to increase their rates of expansion 
around the world. 
 In addition to the collection of uranium, China’s nuclear firms are also 
expanding abroad in order to reap strategic assets, like increased brand recognition, that 
will boost their competitive edge against foreign companies. According to a 2012 
presentation by Chinese nuclear expert Yang Bo, like with other firms engaged in foreign 
direct investment, popularizing brand names is important to Chinese nuclear companies.13 
Ma Yi, a nuclear expert at China Nuclear Power Engineering Company, a subsidiary of 
China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC), stated in a 2015 interview that letting 
Chinese firms participate in the building of new plants abroad boosts the international 
competitiveness of Chinese nuclear technology.14 Furthermore, in a January 2015 speech, 
Chinese Premier Li Keqiang said that the government would push Chinese nuclear firms 
to globalize in order to “improve their competitiveness and boost their presence overseas” 
while promoting Chinese technology.15 Thus, the intent of Chinese firms and the Chinese 
government to expand the nuclear industry in order to increase its international 
recognition and competitiveness appears to be quite strong. 
 The example of the Hinkley C power plant project in the United Kingdom may 
demonstrate this desire. After Premier Li Keqiang and British Prime Minister David 
Cameron reached an agreement in June 2014 that allowed Chinese firms to invest in 
nuclear projects within the United Kingdom, Chinese state-owned firms CNNC and 
China General Nuclear Power Group (CGN) agreed to partner with French nuclear giants 
Areva and Électricité de France in the high-profile Hinkley C project.16 Despite months 
of delays, a final agreement on the project was settled in October 2015.17 The project has 
attracted a substantial amount of media attention in Great Britain and has been a way for 
Chinese nuclear companies to get more involved in foreign nuclear projects and gain 
recognition as globally competitive firms. 
 Chinese nuclear companies, like other firms taking part in the Going Out policy, 
are of course motivated by a desire to locate foreign markets for their products and 
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technology.18 Chinese nuclear firms have strived in recent years to promote their reactors, 
such as the CNP-300 and ACP1000 models. The Chinese government, through its various 
agencies and banks, such as the Export-Import Bank of China (China EximBank), has 
expressed its desire to promote Chinese nuclear technology by attaching certain benefits 
to partners who agree to use this technology. For example, as part of a February 2015 
agreement between China and Argentina involving the construction of two nuclear 
reactors in the South American country, the parties agreed that CNNC would play a 
central role in negotiations to build the reactors and that China would provide financial 
support for the $12 billion project if Argentina agreed to use Chinese nuclear technology 
and equipment.19 Thus, encouraging the sale of Chinese nuclear technology is a clear 
driver that has led China’s nuclear firms and its government to use incentives to attract 
potential buyers. 

Although it is not a driver that is explicitly related to the Going Out policy, 
strengthening China’s cooperation with other nations may serve as yet another motivator 
for the expansion of China’s nuclear firms. For example, the February 2015 deal between 
China and Argentina was part of a series of fifteen agreements signed between the two 
countries that month, providing evidence that China’s desire to form closer strategic and 
commercial relationships with other nations may motivate the signing of nuclear 
technology export agreements.20 Indeed, as he spoke of the slew of deals signed with the 
South American nation that month, Chinese President Xi Jinping stated that both China 
and Argentina were committed to strengthening cooperation in various fields and to the 
“sound and stable development of bilateral trade.”21 Thus, encouraging firms to share 
nuclear technology with other nations may serve as a profitable means of enhancing 
cooperation with foreign governments, particularly those thirsting for nuclear power. 
 

The Actors 
 

 The story of this globalization involves numerous actors, including both private 
and state-owned companies. While private firms are actively involved in procuring 
uranium abroad, state-owned enterprises are the dominant actors in this expansion. 
Nuclear enterprises are of course at the forefront of activities like uranium procurement 
and reactor sales, but several non-nuclear companies, such as mining and financial firms, 
which have substantial experience in overseas mining and investment, are also motivated 
by some of the previously mentioned drivers and have become closely involved in 
securing uranium for China. 
 CNNC, the nation’s largest nuclear firm, is owned by the state and is therefore 
extremely influential within the nuclear sector and a major player in the sector’s global 
expansion.22 According to Xu Yi-chong, a professor of politics and public policy at 
Griffith University, CNNC promotes an image of itself as the main voice within China’s 
nuclear community and exercises a great deal of control over “R&D, engineering design, 
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uranium exploration and mining, enrichment, fuel fabrication, reprocessing and waste 
disposal.”23 The company also cooperates extensively with entities outside of China, 
having established technology exchanges and trading agreements with over 40 
countries.24 Given that it is a massive entity with increasing influence in nuclear energy 
policy, CNNC and its numerous subsidiaries have been virtually destined to stand at the 
forefront of the Chinese nuclear sector’s expansion abroad, in which they have 
participated both by obtaining uranium from various sources around the world and by 
attempting to sell nuclear technology in several nations. 
 Formerly known as China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group, CGN has played 
an equally prominent role in the globalization of China’s nuclear sector. Significantly 
smaller than CNNC, this state-owned corporation changed its name in 2013 with the 
expressed goal of promoting “the coordinated development of nuclear power, uranium 
resources and non-nuclear clean energy,” according to company spokesman Hu 
Guangyao. 25  In recent years, CGN has aimed to close the competitive gap between 
CNNC and itself, particularly by becoming increasingly aggressive in obtaining uranium 
from foreign sources.26 When CGN was established in 1994, CNNC held 45 percent of 
the company, and it was not until 2012, when the State-Owned Assets Supervision and 
Advisory Commission (SASAC) increased its stake in CGN to 82 percent, that CNNC’s 
vast holdings in the company dropped to a mere 8 percent.27 After this extensive change 
in ownership, the relationship between CGN and CNNC changed dramatically as the two 
became competing entities in activities like foreign uranium procurement and reactor 
construction.28 CGN and its subsidiaries have indeed acted enthusiastically to acquire 
enormous supply contracts and large mining projects across the globe. 29  Eager to 
diversify its operations and occupy a larger role in nuclear-related activities within China, 
CGN has made impressive efforts to globalize. 
 State Nuclear Power Technology Corporation (SNPTC), another state-owned 
nuclear firm, has also figured prominently into the story of the Chinese nuclear sector’s 
global expansion. Established in 2007, this young company has been tasked by the 
government to engineer the Chinese-developed CAP1400 nuclear reactor using 
technology adopted from the AP1000, a model produced by American nuclear giant 
Westinghouse Electric Company.30 As mentioned earlier, SNPTC, which merged with 
plant operator China Power Investment Corporation in May 2015 to form State Power 
Investment Corporation, is eager to expand its operations overseas and to sell its 
CAP1400 reactor to foreign buyers. 31  For example, the company signed a series of 
agreements with South Africa Nuclear Energy Corporation in 2014 that may eventually 
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lead to the purchase of CAP1400 reactors from China.32 SNPTC also began talks with 
Westinghouse and the Turkish government in November 2014 on building the 
Mediterranean country’s third nuclear power plant.33 Thus, while SNPTC is not involved 
with foreign uranium procurement, the company is expanding its presence overseas and 
may soon become a major seller of advanced Chinese-designed nuclear reactors. 

Through aiding the government in procuring uranium overseas, large state-
owned enterprises outside of the nuclear sector are actively taking part in expanding 
China’s presence abroad. For instance, in 2008 Sinosteel, known for its extensive mining 
and mineral trade operations both inside and outside China, began a uranium exploration 
partnership with CNNC, which was reportedly interested in the steelmaker because of its 
vast experience with metal trading and mining project investment in uranium-rich 
Australia.34 Sinosteel has been engaged in uranium exploration and mining operations in 
Australia and Kyrgyzstan, projects that have all been associated with Australian 
corporations.35 Serving as another example, China Railway Resource Company is the 
majority shareholder of Australian uranium explorer and miner RMA Energy through a 
subsidiary.36 Due to their expertise in gathering natural resources abroad, these state-
owned enterprises have made effective partners to Chinese nuclear firms in their global 
search for uranium.  

A number of private firms have also helped supplement state-owned enterprises’ 
overseas endeavors, investing in both uranium mines and mining companies. These 
companies mostly come from the energy and mining sectors, and there are also several 
property investment companies involved in uranium procurement operations throughout 
the world. Chinese mining and energy companies, as well as private investment firms, 
have purchased shares in several uranium mines and mining companies in countries like 
Namibia, Niger, and Canada. Moreover, these entities have also been active in launching 
numerous joint exploration ventures with foreign companies and other Chinese firms. 
While most of these private firms do not depend on uranium in order to fuel their primary 
operations, these companies are most likely attracted by the incentives offered as part of 
the Going Out policy and by the profits they are able to make through uranium sales. 
Whatever the reason for their participation, private firms are clearly playing an active role 
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in expanding China’s presence abroad as the country struggles to locate adequate 
uranium supplies. 
 

Tactics and State Support in China’s Quest for Uranium 
 

 The uranium procurement data collected for this paper showcases the 
vigor with which Chinese nuclear firms and their partners have been globalizing. 
Such a campaign has required companies to use a variety of tactics in order to 
successfully carry out their objectives. Because the government has a vested 
interest in the globalization of nuclear firms and their Chinese partners, many 
state-owned entities, notably China’s largest banks, play a central role in this 
process, contributing vital support to firms that are in search of uranium. Because 
the Chinese government owns several of the firms engaged in globalization, it is 
often difficult to separate the tactics that companies are able to utilize by 
themselves and the support they receive from the state to expand their operations 
abroad. Nevertheless, what can be noted for certain is that the tactics used and 
state support given in China’s global search for uranium have been quite 
successful in increasing the nation’s supply of the precious resource. 
 In recent years, China’s largest state firms have been aggressively 
pursuing uranium supply agreements with an assortment of countries, a method 
that has been aided by diplomatic support on the part of China’s leaders. For 
example, during a visit to Beijing in May 2008, Russian President Dmitri 
Medvedev issued a joint statement with President Hu Jintao calling for stronger 
cooperation between their nations in the nuclear sector, and during the same visit, 
China Nuclear Energy Industry Corporation, a subsidiary of CNNC, and Russian 
nuclear fuel exporter Techsnabexport signed a deal that guaranteed the sale of 
billions of dollars worth of low-enriched uranium to China from 2010 to 2021.37 
Similarly, during a visit to Uzbekistan in June 2010, President Hu stated that 
China and Uzbekistan needed to cooperate to develop uranium procurement 
projects.38 During the same visit, CGN signed a deal with Uzbekistan’s Navoi 
Mining & Metallurgy Combine for an undisclosed amount of uranium.39 In yet 
another example, during a state visit by President Hu to Paris in November 2010, 
CGN and French nuclear giant Areva signed a long-term contract for 20,000 
metric tons of uranium that were to be sent to China over the course of 10 
years.40 The involvement of President Hu in all of these examples, as well as the 
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involvement of top Chinese officials in other deals, proves the commitment of 
China’s leaders to secure an adequate supply of uranium for China’s growing 
nuclear sector, and the massive size of these deals also proves how essential this 
diplomatic support has been for nuclear companies seeking to form partnerships 
with foreign firms. 
 Aside from directly purchasing mass quantities of uranium from foreign 
enterprises, China’s nuclear firms and their partners have widened their presence 
abroad by purchasing large stakes in joint-venture mines and mining companies, 
as well as by launching joint exploration ventures. Chinese companies have 
purchased both small and large stakes in various mines, with some even 
purchasing complete ownership of mines from competitors, as in the case of 
Sinosteel and the Crocker Well and Mount Victoria mines in Australia.41 Chinese 
firms have also launched joint ventures with foreign companies, such as in the 
case of Afri-Sino Mining Resources Ltd., an exploration venture between 
Chinese entities, including China Uranium Corporation, and Zimbabwe Mining 
Development Corporation. 42  Lastly, Chinese firms have acquired stakes in 
foreign uranium mining companies, sometimes increasing their shares overtime, 
such as in the case of China Railway Resource Company’s stake in Australia’s 
RMA Energy, which increased 9 percent between 2009 and 2013. 43  These 
purchases and partnerships have ensured a diversified supply of uranium for 
Chinese firms and have spread these firms’ presence throughout the world. 
 Cooperation with private firms is another strategy that has been 
employed by state-owned enterprises like CNNC in the search for uranium. 
Partnering with private companies provides financial benefits, giving state 
companies access to private funds that help meet the costs of establishing 
exploration and mining projects abroad. 44  For example, in 2007 CNNC and 
Century City International, a Hong Kong-based property investment company, 
signed an agreement to explore and develop uranium in eastern Mongolia.45 
Century City claimed an 80-percent stake in the joint venture but agreed to grant 
CNNC the power to underwrite the sale of any uranium produced by the 
venture.46  Private firms also carry the benefit of being able to mine without 
attracting unwanted media attention in countries like Canada and Australia, 
where large state-owned Chinese companies are often seen as exploitative.47 In 
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Canada, low-profile private firms like Shaanxi-based miner Allway Minerals and 
Science Technology have already set up co-ventures with Canadian firms in 
order to explore for uranium in the northern part of the country.48 Private firms 
therefore benefit from attracting little media attention and have proven to be 
indispensible partners for uranium-seeking state firms that are looking to share 
costs. 
 Chinese companies, whether public or private, have used a variety of 
creative tactics in order to convince foreign governments or mining companies to 
allow them to exploit uranium mines. For example, in 2007 Moukhtar 
Dzhakishev, the president of Kazakh state nuclear firm Kazatomprom, stated that 
the corporation was to receive equity in “Chinese nuclear fuel processing or 
electricity generation plants” in exchange for granting CGN and CNNC a 49-
percent stake in a joint uranium mining venture created between the firms and the 
Kazakh corporation.49 In 2008 Sinosteel signed a memorandum of understanding 
with Australian uranium miner Monaro Mining NL that allowed the Chinese 
steelmaker to receive up to 60 percent of any two of Manaro’s mines in 
Kyrgyzstan upon completion of successful feasibility and developmental studies, 
which were to be funded by Sinosteel.50  By appealing to the host country’s 
technological needs, a need many Chinese companies have exploited in their 
overseas investments, CGN Uranium Resources Corporation, a subsidiary of 
CGN, helped fund a joint uranium exploration and mining venture with the 
Uzbekistan State Committee for Geology and Mineral Resources in 2009 by 
contributing Chinese mining equipment toward the effort.51 Forming agreements 
such as these, which benefit foreign companies by providing them with either 
financial incentives or the tools necessary to exploit natural resources, have thus 
proven quite effective in granting Chinese firms opportunities abroad. 

The tactic of acquiring uranium directly from the source through 
purchases of mines and mining companies has greatly increased China’s control 
of the resource over the world, and companies have received extensive state 
financial support through special funds created by various government entities in 
order to carry out this strategy. Through these special investment funds, China’s 
banks have been able to aid in the purchase of mines and mining companies. For 
instance, in 2011 the China-Africa Development Fund, which was launched in 
2006 by state-owned China Development Bank in order to provide financial 
support for overseas investments in Africa, partnered with CGN to purchase 
British mining company Kalahari Minerals and its assets, including the sizeable 
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Husab uranium project in Namibia.52 These funds have thus made the purchase of 
even the most ambitious uranium projects possible for Chinese firms. 

Chinese companies have also been able to access financial support 
through preferential loans from large state banks, which have been instrumental 
in funding foreign investment projects for Chinese companies engaged in the 
Going Out policy, including those obtaining uranium through the acquisition of 
mines and mining companies. For example, in 2011 China EximBank provided 
the government of Niger with a $99 million loan to fund the exploitation of the 
nation’s Azelik uranium mine through a joint venture that was established by the 
Nigerien government and China Uranium Corporation in 2007.53 The loan came 
with a five-year grace period and an interest rate of 2 percent.54 The vast coffers 
of China’s state banks and the enticing loans they are able to offer have thus been 
extraordinarily helpful in aiding the expansion of nuclear firms and their partners 
across the globe. 
 Other than financial support, the Chinese government has aided uranium-
seeking firms significantly by easing the regulatory measures required to launch 
projects abroad. For example, in 2009 China’s Ministry of Commerce 
(MOFCOM) took measures to relax and expedite the approval processes 
necessary for Chinese companies to launch mining and exploration projects 
abroad, reducing the multiple applications once needed for a OFDI project down 
to just one and significantly cutting the time needed to review firms’ 
applications.55  The same year, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange 
(SAFE), which regulates the use of China’s vast foreign exchange reserves, 
announced that it would no longer require firms to seek SAFE approval for 
foreign exchange purchases once a project and the amount of foreign exchange 
involved were approved by MOFCOM and the National Development and 
Reform Commission (NDRC), which is tasked with maintaining and formulating 
policies for China’s economic development.56 In 2014 the NDRC released new 
rules that established approval requirements for central state-owned enterprises, 
such as CNNC and CGN, requiring that investments of less than $1 billion 
simply be filed with the central or provincial NDRC, rather than having to go 
through a longer approval process.57Collectively, these types of eased regulations 
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are indispensable for the various public and private Chinese firms seeking 
uranium around the world, and, as intended, they could very well encourage 
further exploration and mining of the resource in future years. 
   

Tactics and State Support in the Nuclear-Reactor Market 
 

 As part of their attempts to break into the global reactor market, Chinese nuclear 
firms have sought to utilize similar tactics in order to give themselves a competitive edge. 
Western firms have dominated the nuclear-reactor market for several years, a major 
obstacle for Chinese companies in their pursuit of global expansion. In securing foreign 
contracts for Chinese nuclear reactors, China’s large state firms have pledged financial 
and technical support to foreign governments and companies with the backing of large 
state banks. At the same time, these firms have participated closely with big foreign 
players in order to become exposed to the global reactor market. Through persuasive 
measures and strategic partnerships, China’s nuclear firms have the potential to make a 
name for themselves throughout the world. 
 The most prominent tactic used by China’s nuclear firms has been the provision 
of financing to countries that have purchased or are planning to purchase Chinese nuclear 
technology or utilize the services of Chinese nuclear firms. For example, the K-2 and K-3 
reactors, which are Chinese-developed ACP1000 reactors currently under construction by 
CNNC in Pakistan, are being partially financed through a $6.5 billion loan provided by 
China EximBank. 58  In November 2015, China agreed to provide 85 percent of the 
financing for the reactors planned as part of the Sino-Argentine nuclear agreement signed 
in February 2015.59 Constructing nuclear reactors is an incredibly expensive process, and 
the governments of many developing countries do not have the available funds to launch 
such ambitious projects. China’s nuclear firms, especially CNNC, have thus ensured their 
expansion by meeting this need. 
 The size of the loans offered by China to potential buyers is impressive enough, 
but the preferential nature of these loans most likely also helped secure deals for CNNC. 
For instance, in addition to issuing a loan to Pakistan for the K-2 and K-3 reactors, China 
EximBank decided to waive the insurance premium that was initially attached to the 
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loan.60 In the case of the Chashma-3 and Chashma-4 reactors, based on the Chinese-
developed CNP-300 design and currently under construction in Pakistan, the Chinese 
government pledged a $1.3 billion loan with an eight-year grace period.61 The attachment 
of these benefits has thus eased the process of securing deals with the Pakistani 
government, and CNNC and other companies will most likely offer similar benefits in the 
future to developing countries that are interested in purchasing nuclear technology from 
China. 
 Chinese nuclear firms have also provided nonfinancial incentives to potential 
buyers. Constructing and maintaining nuclear reactors not only requires funds, but also 
natural resources and human capital, and Chinese companies have worked to supply 
potential buyers with both of these. For instance, in December 2014, SNPTC agreed to 
establish a training program with the South African Nuclear Energy Corporation 
(SANEC) to help develop a capable staff of South African nuclear engineers and 
technicians.62 This, along with an agreement with the Industrial and Commercial Bank of 
China (ICBC) to fund nuclear projects in the African nation, is intended to precede the 
eventual launching of several projects in South Africa that will use SNPTC’s new 
CAP1400 technology. 63  In an agreement signed with Argentina’s Nucleoeléctrica in 
September 2014, CNNC and the ICBC agreed to help fund future nuclear projects in the 
South American country, and CNNC also agreed to provide enriched uranium and 
equipment for a planned reactor known as Atucha 3, which is to be based on Canadian 
technology.64 Helping to develop the nuclear programs of these countries has thus been a 
convenient way for China’s nuclear firms to gain partnerships with potential buyers. 
 In an attempt to gain footing in the competitive international reactor market, 
state firms have also sought alliances and strategic partnerships with the world’s leading 
nuclear companies. French-firm Areva has been particularly active in forming such 
partnerships with China’s nuclear giants. 65  For instance, in 2008 Areva formed an 
engineering venture with CGN to develop nuclear technology in China and in other 
nations.66 In a 2012 interview, Bernard Bigot, the chairman of the French Alternative 
Energies and Atomic Energy Commission, stated that cooperation between Chinese and 
French nuclear companies ultimately makes it possible for firms from both countries to 
jointly bid for projects in other countries.67 The Hinkley C project in Great Britain is an 
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example of this. Indeed, in a market where players like Areva and Westinghouse have 
dominated for years, China’s nuclear firms have found partnerships with these 
corporations to be very effective in expanding their presence abroad.  
 

Conclusion 
 

 If the expansion of China’s nuclear corporations continues at its current rate, the 
general public may soon come to recognize names like CNNC and CGN. This expansion 
embodies the goal of China’s Going Out policy, as these nuclear firms are not only 
planning to meet the energy needs necessary to prolong the nation’s rapid economic 
growth, but they are also working to increase their presence and prestige throughout the 
world. In a market that is deeply competitive, these firms, with the support of the 
government, have aimed to increase their advantages by conducting a quest for uranium 
and buyers that is impressive in its scope. While state-owned nuclear firms lead the way 
in this quest, public and private firms from other sectors have also aided immensely in 
procuring uranium and have acted as valuable partners. Together, these companies have 
aggressively sought to purchase massive supplies of uranium and to claim ownership 
over uranium mines and several of the companies that operate these mines. The support 
of government agencies has been absolutely vital to these operations and is closely 
intertwined with the tactics used by individual firms in their international uranium 
pursuits. The same is true in the global nuclear-reactor market, where the Chinese 
government has a vested interest in exporting nuclear technology and has helped its 
nuclear companies secure buyers by offering immense financial and technical support. 
Looking to the future, China’s nuclear firms will continue to push their agenda for global 
expansion, and if they continue to receive support from the Chinese government and 
other Chinese firms, these companies may experience serious gains that will earn them 
international prestige. 
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